The primary purpose of a network is to provide reachability between applications running on end hosts. In this paper, we describe how to compute the reachability a network provides from a snapshot of the configuration state from each of the routers. Our primary contribution is the precise definition of the potential reacliabiEi@ of a network and a substantia! simplification of the problem through a unified modeling of packet filters and routing protocols. In the end, we reduce a complex, important practical problem to computing the transitive closure to set union and intersection operations on reachability set representations. We then extend our algorithm to model the influence of packet transformations (e.g., by NAls or ToS remapping) along the path. Our technique for static analysis of network reachability is valuable for verifying the intent of the network designer, troubleshooting reachability problems, and performing "what-if' analysis of failure scenarios.
INTRODUCTION
While the ultimate goal of networking is to enable communication between hosts that are not directly connected, a wide variety of mechanisms are being used to limit the set of destinations the hosts can reach. For example, backbone networks may provide Virtual Private Network services to connect only remote offices belonging to the same enterprise, and enterprise networks themselves are often segmented into departments or ofices whose hosts must be isolated for business or security reasons. Also, due to a configuration or design mistake, two hosts may not he able to communicate under certain failure scenarios, even though the network remains connected; knowing when these vulnerabilities exist is ctucial to building a more reliable network. Determining what kinds of packets can be exchanged between two hosts connected to a network is a difficult and critical problem facing network designers and operators. To our knowledge, the problem is largely unexamined in the networking research literature. Solving the problem requires knowing far more than the network's lopology or the routing protocols it uses. For example, despite having a route to a remote end-point, a sender's packets may be discarded by a packet filter on one of the links in the path. The network's packet filters, routing policies, and packet transformations all must be taken into account to even ask the simple and very important question of "can these two hosts communicate?' This paper crystallizes the problem of calculating the reackabiEity provided by a network. By mapping packet filters, routing information, and packet transformations to a single unified model of reachability we have determined how to transform this seemingly intractable problem into a classical graph problem that can be solved with polynomial time algorithms such as transitive closure. This is the primary contribution of this paper.
A. Advantages of Automated Sialic Analysis
Currently, the common practice to determine if packets can reach from one paint in a network to another is to use tools such as ping and traceroute to send probe traffic that experimentally test whether reachability exists.
In contrast, we have developed a static-analysis approach that can be applied even if only a description of the network is available. Static analysis has many advantages over ping and traceroute. including:
The ability to determine a description of the set of packets that could traverse the network from a given starting point to a given ending point, whereas experimental techniques can only check the reachability of h e specific probe traffic they send. The ability to calculate the set of roulers and hosts that a given packet could potentially reach, whereas ping and traceroute can only check reachability along the path currently selected by the routing protocols.
The ability to evaluate the reachability of a network during it5 design phase-before the network has been deployed or a problem has arisen. Network operators can perform our static analysis using only the configuration files used to program the network's routers, and these files are readily available to them.
The ability to verify whether the reachability a network actually provides matches the designer's intent. Static analysis can verify that Virtual Private Networks are, in fact, isolated from other traffic. It can also be used to conduct "what-if" analysispredicting the effects of equipment failures and planned maintenance on the cominunication between end hosts. While syntax verification of router configuration has been evaluated [3], [SI, there is little understanding of the power and limitation of semantic verification based on static analysis. Manually calculating the static reachability of a network is often impractical, as data show that campus, enterprise. and backbone networks vary in size from 5 to 500 routers, with the largest networks having on the order of 1,000 routers, and that real networks use a wide variety of mechanisms to control the reachability they provide. A survey of 31 production networks [lo]. including examples of both carrier backbone and enterprise networks, found that 10 out of the 27 enterprise networks had packet filters applied to their internal links. Several of the networks deliberately prevented some hosts from reaching others by preventing the distribution of routing information needed to direct packets between the hosts. Further complicating the question of a network's reachability is the use of mechanisms that actually transform packets rts they travel across the network. For example, Network Address Translators (NATs) I151 that change a packet's source and destination address were found in rhe inren'or of 10 of the 31 networks. Understanding the reachability "matrix" created by a network requires a framework for reasoning about the effects of all these different mechanisms-packet filters, routing policy, and packet transformations-at the same time.
Our Contributions
First, we formulate the problem of computing the reachabilio of a nemork and argue for the importance of crafting good solutions. We focus on the value of computing reachability h o u g h static analysis. We rigorously define the reachability of a network, and we define expressions for upper and lower bounds on the reachability.
Second, we describe a lractable framework for jointlv reasoning abouf ITOM* packer jifilfers, routing, and packes rransfonnations ufect the reachability that a network provides. Bringing together these three very different types of mechanisms is critical to accurately computing the reachability of a network.
Third, we present an algnrirlwi.for the smic analysis of reacliabilinl for IP networks and explain how the network model can be populated by static analysis of the network's router configuration files.
C. Slructure of the Paper
In Section 11, we present a brief overview of the most relevant aspects of how routers operate and are configured. We then formally describe OUT framework for analyzing a network's reachability in Section 111, beginning our analysis by focusing on packet filters. We present our algorithm for calculating reachability in Section IV. In Section V we show how to map routing information to packet filters and how this model of routing is populated by analyzing the router configuration files. In Section VI we describe how packet transforming mechanisms are handled. Section VI1 discusses the applications and limitations of our approach. After a brief overview of related work in Section VIII. the paper concludes in Section IX with a summary of our contributions.
BACKGROUND ON REACHABILITY CONFIGURATION
In addition to forming rhe physical topology of routers and links, network operators must configure the protocols and mechanisms that collectively determine which hosts can communicate. Today's routers offer a wealth of configuration options for enabling and tuning packet filters, routing protocols, and packet transformations. Our anaIysis techniques operate on a snapshot of the configuration state for each of the routers in the network, as recorded in a configurationfile. In well-managed networks, these files are routinely captured and archived for backup purposes, and are available to network operators, To make our discussion of the different reachability configuration options more concrete, we focus on the example enterprise network in Figure 2 . The network has five routers R1 to R5 (depicted as solid rectangles) connected via physical links (depicted as solid lines) that terminate at interfaces (depicted as small circles). R1 and R3 are remote sales offices connected directly to the central office where R2, R4, and R5 reside. R6 represents the external router in the service provider's network where the enterprise connects to the Internet.
Each sales office has two subnets, A and B. Critical accounting applications are run by hosts connected to subnet A? and general purpose computers are connected to subnet tribution of routes is governed by routing policies. A policy can be thought of as an annotation on the dashed line denoting the exchange (e.g., routing policies 1 (RPl) and 2 (W2) in Figure 2 ) . For example, router 2 could be configured to filter the route to subnet A5 (Le., the sensitive corporate servers) when distributing routes via eBGP to router 6 . Modern routers have rich languages for specifying routing policies, including the ability to select which routes should be imported or exported based on any of the attributes associated with the route (e.g., the subnet or the AS path). Routing policies can also alter the attributes of the routes they accept (e.g., changing metrics or adding an AS number onto m AS path).
Upon receiving multiple routes for the same subnet, the routing process must select a single best route. The selection of the best route depends on the route attributes and logic defined for the particular protocol. For example, BGP has a complex multi-stage process for identifying the best route 1161, whereas OSPF selects the path with che smallest cost as the sum of the link weights [I 11.
If multiple RIBS on the same router have a best route for the same subnet, the router must determine which routing process should control the entry in the forwarding table. For example, the router may impose a static ranking on the routing processes (e.g., giving the local RIB priority over BGP-learned routes).
from the OSPF RIB are redistributed to BGP and advertised via external BGP (EBGP) to router 6. The other instance of OSPF on router 2 does the same for routers 4 and 5. The routes from router 2's local RIB are also redistributed to the BGP RIB. and onward to router 6. Thus, router 2 takes responsibility for ensuring that the subnets in the enterprise network are reachable from the rest of the Internet via router 6. stateful Network Address Translator (NAT) and firewaI1 devices may transform or rate-limit packets in complex ways, the functionality supported (and enabled) directly in the routers is often much simpler. In our analysis, we focus on this simpler form of statically-configured transformations and how they influence the reachability between end hosts.
C. Packet Transfonnations
The routers make packet filtering and forwarding decisions based on fields in the header of each packet. However, these header fields may change as a packet flows through the network. For example, the network operator may configure router R2 in Figure 1 to reset the ToS bits of incoming packets from R6. If the enterprise network assigns packets to differcnt queues based on the ToS bits, setting the ToS bits to a default value would ensure that traffic coming from the Internet does not enter the same queue as high-priority internal traffic. Similarly, R2 could be configured to map the source IP addresses of packets leaving the network via R6, in order to use private P addresses inside the enterprise and public addresses in communicating with the external Internet. Although
PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this section, we formulate the reachability analysis problem. We first describe a graph model for computing reachability which allows joint reasoning of the effects of packet filters and routing protocols. We then formally define the reachability metrics targeted by our analysis. In particular, we introduce the concept of the instantaneous reachability provided by a network, and explain why it is useful to develop bounds on the reachability provided by the network. We end this section with an example illustrating the potential value of being able to compute the reachability bounds.
A. A Unibing Model
The crux of determining the reachability of a network is finding a way to unify two very different views of the network. The fkst is the graph of routers and links, illustrated in Figure 1 , where vertices are routers and edges are physical links that may have packet filters applied on them. The second is the routing process graph, illustrated in Figure 2, where vertices are routing processes and edges are adjacencies that implement routing policy. Unifying these views requires combining the policies governing redisuibution of routes with the packet filters governing which packets can traverse a link. This unified fraqework underlies our reachability analysis, and will be extended to address packet transforms in Section VI.
We define the reachability analysis problem by extend- = { p I f(p) = 1). ' We believe our framework can be trivially extended to handle multiple physical links between U and v. but for the remainder o f this paper we assume there is at most one physical link between each pair of routers. 
Foniial Dejnitions of Reachabilin Metrics
We describe h e reachability between two points in a network in terms of the the subset of packets (from the universe of all IP packets) that the network will carry between those points. Thus, reachability from router 1: to router j is given by the subset of packets that the network will carry from i to j and is denoted as Note that it is common for Ra,] to include packets that are neither sourced by a host connected to i nor destined to a host connected to j -this must be true if routers are to forward packets dong multiple hops.
Clearly, the action of the network's routing protocols will directly influence &,J, for if router i has no routes for destination d, then packets to d cannot be elements of Ri,j, since i will be dropping those packets. More generally, the network is continually affected by events such as link failures and changes in routing advertisements received from peer networks. Through the action of routing protocols and other mechanisms, each router will populate its Forwarding Information Base (FIB) with information determining the interfaceh) out which each packet should be sent. We define the collective contents of the FIB on each router in the network to be the network'sfummding sfure, denoted by s. We also define S to represent the set of all possible forwardins states that the network can possibly enter, as it responds to any imaginable set of external advertisements, link failures. etc.? I ) Zristuntarreous reachabilify; The Reachability provided by the network will change as a function of the network's forwarding state s, which may change from instant to instant as the network responds to events. Therefore, our first step is to precisely define the reachability provided by a network at a single instant in time, assuming that the forwarding state s in effect at that instant is known.
The influence of any _given forwarding state s f S on the reachability in the network can be accounted for by incorporating additional packet filters into FU+,. Ln doing so, the policy annotation at each edge in the reachability 'When conducting a particular analysis of a particular network, the human conducting Ihe analysis might want to restrict S to the forwarding states reachable under a more restricted set of events. such as "no more tlian one link or router will fail at a time."
analysis graph becomes a function of s. written as Fu,v(s). Assume ITL(s, d) to be a function that returns the set of next hop routers to which router '16 will forward packets destined to IF subnet d while the network is in forwarding state s, Pu,v(s) can then be formally defined as an extension to the statically configured packet filters F..,v. Let F ( i , j ) be the set of all loop-free paths from .i to j in the network's physical topology. Using all these concepts, we can now precisely define the instantaneous reachability from 2: to j provided by the network while at routing state s as:
2) Borrriding the instarmneous ReachabiZity: In theory, it shouid be possible to compute exactly what forwarding state, and thus what reachability, a network provides at any instant in time. After all, each router in the network is a computing device with its behavior programmed and controlled by configuration commands. Unfortunately, computing the instantaneous reachability of a network requires knowing the current topology (e.g., which links and routers are up or down) and the exact information given to the network by neighboring domains in the outside world (e.g., the routing updates from BGP peers). ' Dynamic information of this kind might not be available (e.g., the network is not deployed yet), and its use makes the instantaneous reachability results depend heavily on the exact inputs used. For example, if the exact set of routes offered by external peers to the network under analysis is known, then the reachability to those destinations at that instant could be calculated. However, the calculated reachability is applicabIe only in situations where the external peers offer exactly those routes, which severely limits the usefulness of the reachability analysis.
Further. computing the instantaneous reachability of a network requires knowing not only the configuration state of each router, it requires the tedious and error-prone coding of an exact bug-for-bus emulation of the decision logic used by the particular version of the software running on each router. (More than 200 different software versions were used by the routers in the 31 production networks we recently examined in our study of IP routing design [IO] .) While the routing protocols are defined by standards, each vendor has implemented them differently.
For example, the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) 1131 defines a seven-step process for selecting a route to a destination, but Cisco has added several more decision steps in their implementation [ 161.
The goal of most network designers is CO ensure that the network's behavior remains within some "acceptable operating region" under reasonable predictions of how routersflinks might fail or outside events might change. This means that more useful than calculating the instantaneous reachability of a network is the ability to calculate boiinds on the reachability provided by the network. That is, given some set of reasonable events, predict the "operating region" of the network. We do this by defining two key bounds: the upper bound on reachability, which is the largest set of packets the network will ever deliver between two points, and the lower bound on reachability, which is the largest set ofpackets the network will always deliver between two points.
Reachability upper bound: Formally, we define the upper bound of the reachability over all routing states as follows:
Conceptually, REj captures the notion that as external events change, the path the network chooses for a packet moving from i to j will change as a function of the route selection logic and the external routing advertisements. Therefore, taking the union of the set of packets that can traverse each path from 2: to j under each state s produces a superset of the instantaneous reachability -that is, R t j is the set of packets that could'potentially reach from i to j if the routing decisions were made appropriately. The set negation of RYj is particularly useful, as a packet appearing in this complement of RYj c~lnnot ever reach from i to j . Essentially, the packet is blocked along every possible path. This allows us to verify whether the network enforces security policies intended to isolate traffic.
Reachability lower bound: Formally, we define the lower bound for reachability as follows:
Conceptually, R t j captures the notion that a packet permitted to reach between 1: and j under all possible forwarding states s E S will always be able to get from i to j . For h e lower bound to give useful information about the network's routing design, we first need to restrict S to those routing states induced from a set of network events targeted by the analysis. In particular, S should not include any forwarding states corresponding to failure scenarios that would physicalZy disconnect i and j (or R& will be trivially g).
Rkj is useful to network designers because the network's routing design guarantees that packets appearing in this set will be deliverable between i and 3 as long as the network is not physically partitioned. Designers can then verify that traffic requiring robustness appears in this set.
As discussed earlier, it is difficult and error-prone to precisely tnodel the route selection logic and extemal routing advertisements under all events. Further, the size of S is enormous, even for small networks. Combined together, these two factors make it seem impossibIe to accurately compute S or F,,,(s) can then be calculated by finding the set of packets that at least one path through the network will allow to pass from i to j, since there could be some routing state that chooses this path for the packets. Similarly, the lower bound can be calculated by finding the set of packets that all paths from i to j allow to pass, since, so long as i and j are not partitioned, at least one of these paths will exist and could be chosen by the routing protocols.
It is straightforward to prove that this estimator &tj 2 Ryj [19] . It can be shown that & C R t j if we can assume that when only one path exists from i to j the routing design of network is such that the path will be used.3
In Section V, we describe an approach to approximating the effect of the routing protocols on reachability that yields tighter estimators. Our expectation is that further research will lead to better and better estimators.
C. ExarnpEe Application of Reuchabili& Analvsis
To illustrate the value of the reachability bounds, let us revisit h e example network defined in Section I1 where network operators were considering adding two backup linh. At a first glance, it may seem to be sufficient to reconfigure routing parameters on the routers to use the backup links under failure scenarios. However, checking the reachability bounds reveals that such a design is incorrect. Specifically, the table below compares two particular reachability bounds before and after the backup links are added, where ACL(L: 2: 4) represents the set of packets by equations ( 5 ) and (6). The same algorithms can also be used to calculate other (potentially tighter) reachability bound estimators as long as the approximation is based on adding additional static restrictions to pre-configured packet filters.' Section V describes such an approximation method.
We assume that there are no packet transformers in the network. We will relax this condition in Section VI.
Lower hound calculation. To compute Rz",, we first prune all the edges < u.! >E E that cannot be in any path from i to j . This is accomplished by applying the "Articulation Points 
Initialize R ( i , j ) to F i j for all i;
2. for (m = 1 to 11 VI1 -2 ) do 3.
.
6. plex structure than the one defined in Section IT.) For links with packet filters defined, the figure shows the set of packets the filters will pass. For simplicity, packets are represented by integers: { 5 -8) refers to packets 5,6,7, and 8. An uninstantiated set indicates a filter that passes all packets. The destination router j is set to 5. The last column, when m = 3, gives the final result of the reachability from routers 1 4 to router 5.
Algorithm Complexity. The complexity of the illustrative upper bound algorithm above is 0(V3).5 However, the reachability between all pairs of routers can be computed also in O(V3) via the same techniques used in the Floyd-Warshall method [6] for computing all-pairs shortest paths, Our reachability analysis framework is targeted at computing the reachability for a network operated and controlled by a single organization, rather than the Internet as a whole. As discussed earlier, the sizes of such networks typically range from 5 to 1,000 routers. With V bounded like that, the 0 ( V 3 ) time complexity is very reasonable. It should also be noted that the algorithm will be run mainly as part of a design time tool installed on an off-line system. In that case, timely execution is not a primary concern. For on-line troubleshooting, the size of V can be reduced by refining the reachability analysis graph model to incorporate the rouring realiw abstraction so that a node in the graph may represent a collection of routing processes with the same external reachability [lo] .
51t should be noled that we have made a simplifying assumption that step 6 has complexity O( 1). In real networks, FU,* is often a nontrivial predicate representation of a set of packets. Performing set operations over such representations may incur higher cost than O(1). We are currently investigating this issue.
v. CONVERTING ROUTING lNFOKMATION INTO

PACKET FILTERS
In this section. we explain how the effects of routing on reachability can be incorporated into our unified framework by adding additional terms to the static packet filters defined in router configuration files. (We will use FU,+ to denote the intersection of all packet filters configured over edge < U , 'U >.) These terms restrict the set of packets that can travel from U to ZI to those packets that the network might route over the link < u , v >. The following subsections define the key elements in our model and then describe a four step algorithm for computing the additional terms that must he added to Fa%v. The algorithm starts with the routes that are explicitly specified in the configuration of the network. It then computes the maximal set of routes that could possibly end up in each router, subject to the network's routing policies. Finally, it uses these maximal sets of routes to compute the additional terms.
We have formally established that our alzorithm computes a tighter estimator for the reachability upper bound than the simple one detined by equation (5). The details are omilted here for brevity. Instead, we refer interested readers to [19] , which also discusses a limitation of our aigorithm in producing a tight estimator for the reachability lower bound.
A. Definitions for Modeling Routes and RIBs
A destination subnet is traditionally defined as an address and netmask (Section 11). However, we need the abiIity to reason about how routers will handle a sei of destinations, In particular, we will need a means to describe the set of di possible destinations. For each router T . each interface i on T will be assigned a subnet d by the configuration file: this is represented by
Routes manually configured to direct packets to destination d out interface i are represented in the same way. Static routes, which are manually configured routes that direct packets to destination d out whichever interface is used to reach address U , are represented as et of RIBs in the network and ERIB describes cencies between RIBs over which routes are imxported, and redistributed. P is the set of routing policies that govern how routes move between RIBs, i.e., ! y > E ERIB, the policy E P determines which routes can move from RIB z to RIB y. Unlike lters in F, routing policies in P can transform s they are applied to by changing the route's at- we can identify the origins of routes and through which interfaces the routes are imported or exported.
ing interface for a static route is determined in Step 3 using a recursive lookup. If we are computing the reachability upper bound, the RIBs of all routers external to the network are populated with a single route with destination {O/O-32) -the set of all possible destinations. This is a conservative approximation consistent. with computing the upper bound on reachability, since whatever destinations the peer does advertise will be covered by {O/O-32).
If we are computing the lower bound on reachability, the RIBs of all routers external to the network are left empty, This conservative approximation is consistent with computing the lower bound on reachability, since in the worst case the external routers will export no routes whatsoever to our routers, perhaps due to misconfiguration, bugs, crashes, etc.
If the routes the external peers are expected to export are known, the RIBs in our model can be initialized accordingly and the bounds computed OR reachability will be correspondingly tighter.
C. Step 2: Computing the Potential Ser of Rouses
In this step, we compute the set of routes that could potentially occupy each RIB by flooding routes from the local RIBs and extemal RIBS throughout the network. The flooding process is governed by the routing policies between adjacent RIBs that determine which routes are passed, modified, or dropped. At the end of the step, we wiIl have calcuIated for each RIB rib the maximal set of routes that rib could potentially hold and D(rib), the set of destinations that rib covers.
As ilhstrated in Figure 4 , the routing design of a network forms a graph G~B : (VMB, EMB, P ) , where Vu11
Note that graph G R I~ may be partitioned and that adjacencies among RIBs need not follow the physical links of the network. That is, the edge set of the RIB graph ERIB can be different from the edge set E of the physical graph G in Section 111. For example, there is a physical link between routers l and 5 in Figure 4 , but no RIB adjacency traverses it, or, in the case of networks using internal BGP (IBGP), a single edge in GRIB representing an IBGP adjacency may traverse multiple physical links. We first define a helper function push(Tib,ri) that takes route rt found in rib and pushes it into all the adjacent RIBs. Lines 2-5 prepare a candidate route for entry into the adjacent RIB. Line 6 applies the routing policy governing which routes can be pushed into the adjacent RIB, potentially altering or dropping the route in the process. Lines 7-8 add the candidate route into the adjacent RIB.
push(RIB z,Route rt) = 1 . Forall < E , y > E ENB
2.
3.
4.
. rt.nexthop-ip
7.
8.
r = router on which RIB z resides v = router on which RIB y resides rtkterfaces = {interfaces on 21 where edge < 2, y > could arrive}
Using puSh(rib, rt),' we compute rib for each RIB on each router by iterative relaxation: applying push() to each route in each RIB until there are no changes in the contents of any RIB. Much of the work in modeling routing lies with the policy Pz,,(rt) in step 6. However, these expressions can be directly extracted by parsing the description of the network (e.g., the router configuration files). Px,y must implement the export policy of RIB z and the import policy of y, but has tremendous flexibility given its ability to modify the routes it is applied to. Typical policies seen in real networks include:
-A policy that passes routes LO destination subnets 1/8 and 128.2/16 and drops all other routes. For readability, we introduce a helper function ifs (rt, rib) that computes the interfaces to which route rt in rib might direct packets.
ifs(rt,b)
(rt.interfaces otherwise.
Case 1 handles the base case of a simple route that forwards packets out a specific interface. Case 2 handles static routes, which require a recursive lookup to determine which interfaces are used to reach the next-hop specified in the route. Case 3 handles BGP sessions, which are carried in TCP session that can traverse multiple routers.
A recursive lookup for the address at the other end of the session is required to determine which interfaces the TCP session might arrive on, and thus what outgoing interfaces might be used for routes learned from that s e~s i o n .~ Case 4 handles all other routing protocols, where the potential outgoing interfaces are those leading to the neighbor routers from which the router imported route d. This filter will pass any packet going to a destination that r might possibly route out the link to 21, and drop all the packets that T would never route via 'U.
VI. HANDLING PACKET TRANSFORMS
In this section, we refine the basic algorithm presented in Section IV so that it will work with networks that include packet transforming filters. ' We have found that this refinement can be accomplished without changing the fundamental structure of the basic algorithm. Specifically, we separate the packet transforming parts from these filters and introduce virtual 'In IBGP it is possible to explicitly set a "third-party" next-hop. but this is unusual. If we see the configuration commands for this, we set f(d) to be all interfaces on the router for all d potentially learned over this session.
'For networks containing packet transformers. the set of packets that a destination can receive may be different than the set a source can send to that destination. For this paper. we calculate reachability as the set of packets the source can send, although our results can be extended to also calculate a set describing what those packets might look like on arrival at the destination. Explicitly modeling packet transformations using L.* and a components to represent them explicitly in the reachability analysis graph G. This is iIlustrated in Figure 5 . There are two cases: (1) the packet transformation t is applied after the packet filtering (e.g.. ToS remarking), and (2) the transformation t is applied before the packet filtering (e.g.. NAT). In ether case, a virtual node-edge pair is introduced to model the separate processing stage. Each virtual edge is labeled with a t function representing a packet t r a mform.
We have discovered that packet transforms may have two undesirable properties that can complicate the reachability analysis. First, a transform might not be one-to-one. For example, in the case of ToS remarking, multiple ToS values may be mapped into one single ToS value. Also, in the case of NAT, one external address pool is typically reused for many hosts as long as no two hosts use the same external address and port number at the same time.
Second, a transform may not even be a deterministic function. In some modes of NAT, a packet is not always transformed into the same packet; the source address the packet gets depends on the current availability of the address pool. To address these problems, we define a generalized inverse function of t, over an arbitrary packet set F , as: t-'(F) = U g E F { p I q E t ( p ) } , which returns the set of all possible packets that can be transformed using t to a packet in F.
Using the inverse transform function, we have refined the basic algorithm to handle packet transforms. Specifically, only steps 1 and 6 of the original algorithm need to be changed. The intuition behind the new clause in 6' is that if the set of packets described by R ( k , j ) can reach from I; to 3 , then only those packets arriving at 2, that t x , k transforms into a packet in the set R(k, j ) will be abte to reach from i to j . To find this set of packets that t will transform into ~( k . j ) , we calculate t $ (~ ( I ; , j ) ) . The complexity of the new algorithm is still O(V3)).
It should be noted that the algorithm requires two additional elements to be complete: (i) an efficient method to compute the inverse function, and (ii} a condition to throw out paths with loops because a looping path containins a packet transform edge may alter the outcome. Luckily, the inverse function for commonly used transforms, such as NAT and ToS remarkmg, are very simple -though in general the inverse of other transforms may be more complicated. For brevity, the details of (ii) are omitted.
Let's revisit the example network in Figure 3 to illustrate the steps of the refined algorithm. Suppose node 1 now uses a leading packet transform: (1,2} + {5,6}, meaning that packets 1 and 2 each will be mapped into either packet 5 or 6 before processed by node 1's packet filter. The new reachability analysis graph becomes Figure 6 and the execution steps of the refined algorithm are shown in Table 111 . At the last step (m = 41, R( 1,5) is changed due to the transform.
Our framework currently requires that packet transforms be maps over sets of packets. They cannot test a property of a packet and behave one way if the property is true and another way if the property is false. In particular, some networks include functionality called a "stateful firewall". These are like a NAT, but only create the mapping when a packet traverses from the inside of the hewall to the outside. Since our framework cur-1'For all i, initialize R(i, j ) a follows:
rently has no notion of whether a packet has already been sent through the stateful firewall from inside to outside, we cannot directly model the reachability the stateful h ewall provides. However, we can calculate the reachabiIity assuming a packet has traversed the firewall, in which case the firewall functions as a NAT described above, and again assuming no packet has traversed it, in which case the firewall functions as a block.
if (< i: I; >E E and < i , IC > is transformer)
else if (< a, IC >E E and < i, k > is filter) filters used to achieve them. We also plan to explore the trade-offs between using routing policies and packet fib ters in constraining reachability, and create guidelines for selecting one mechanism over the other. In particular, we hope to understand the motivations for applying packet fi1- Design patterns and best common practices: The same reachability goals can be satisfied by a wide variety of different routing designs. Our concise representation of reachability provides an appealing way to characterize and compare routing designs and identify common ways of configuring a network to satisfy the goals. Using router configuration data for several networks, we plan to identify common kinds of reachability goals and the combinations of routing protocols, routing policies, and packet ters in the interior of routing domains, rather than simply at the periphery.
Influence of dynamic routing information: Our upper and lower bounds (I?; and Rf;) define an "envelope"
that constrains the influence of dynamic information, such as topology changes or routes teamed from neighboring domains, on network reachability. We plan to analyze existing networks in terms of the range between the upper and lower bounds. The gap between the upper and lower bounds may reflect the purpose of the networkto provide broad reachability for many client domains to the entire Internet or to to provide narrow reachability for client domains to specific network services. Alternatively, a wide range might imply the need for more protective packet and route filtering, whereas a narrow range may overly constrain the ability of the network to adapt to dynamic changes. For each of these avenues for future work, our reachabiIity analysis offers a general and concise way to analyze and compare routing designs at a level of abstraction well above the low-level details of router configuration commands and specific routing protocols,
B. Moving B q m d Static Analysis
Although static analysis provides significant insights, dynamic information determines where a network actually operates in the space between the lower and upper bounds on reachability. Our static analysis can be extended by incorporating measurements of the dynamic state of the network and the routes learned from neighboring domains: Dynamic network state: The configuration state defines the Lp links and routing protocol adjacencies that coiild exist, without indicating whether they do exist at any given time. Various kinds of measurement data can provide the missing information. The upldown status of links and sessions can be tracked via the Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) or vendor-specific "syslog" data. In addition, a routing monitor [14] can continuously track the topology (routers and links) and configurable parameters (e.g., OSPF link weights) within each routing instance.
Routing information from neighbors: Similarly, static analysis considers the route advertisements that couZd come across links and sessions to neighboring domains, rather than the ones that nre available at any given time, The set of routes announced by a neighboring domain could be gleaned through route monitoring or periodic dumps of the Routing Information Base (RIB) at the edge routers. In addition to identifying which prefixes are advertised. the RIB data would identify the route attributes (such as AS path in BGP) thal might affect how the receiving router modifies or selects routes. In addition, the RIB would indicate whether the neighbor advertises subnet5 of a given prefix that would have preference over the supcrnet in ''Jonge~t prefix match" forwarding of IP packets.
vm. RELATED WORK
Many "ping" and "traceroute" tools have been developed to help troubleshoot reachability problems in a live network. However, they are limited to the checking the instantaneous reachability for the particular type of probe packets they generate. There has been significant progress [MI, 1121, [5] in understanding the behavior of operating networks by measuring the routing protocols and establishing the root cause of changes. Our approach does not attempt to describe the detailcd hehavior of the routing protocols, and it applies to packet filters and packet transformation as well as routing.
Bush and Griffin [23 formulate and derive sufficient conditions for the connectivity (reachability) constraints of Virtual Private Routed Networks (VPRNs). Our work is complementary, but broader in scope in that we frame and tackle the general problem of reachability, IX. CONCLUSIONS This paper rigorously formulates the challenging problem of computing the reachability an IP network provides and describes a framework that can be used to calculate it.
The framework provides a unified way for jointly reasoning about the effects the three very different mechanisms of packet filters, routing policy, and packet transformations have on the network's reachabili ty.
Finally, we show how the framework can be applied to a static description of the network's definition, allowing it to be applied either during he network design process or to a deployed network. Our technique for static analysis of network reachability is valuable for verifying the intent of the network designer, troubleshooting reachability problems, and performing "what-if' analysis of failure scenarios. Now that we have this formal kamework, our future work is focused on experimental evaluation of the algorithms on a set of networks. For example, our framework can be extended for computing finer-grain reachability bounds, such as ones that consider only a subset of packets (e.g., those carrying TCP port 1443 traffic) or a subset of paths (e.g., excluding certain links).
